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Abstract—Version control systems are widely used to support a group of people working together on a set of documents over a network by merging their changes into the same source repository. The existing versioning systems offer limited support concerning conflict resolution and tracking of user activity. In this paper we propose a multi-level editing approach that keeps the editing operations that refer to an element of a hierarchical document associated with that element. In this way, customisable merging is achieved, where the conflicts can be specified and resolved at different granularity levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Asynchronous collaborative editing systems support a group of people concurrently editing documents by allowing members of the group to modify copies of a document in isolation, working in parallel and afterwards synchronising their copies to reestablish a common view of the data. Versioning systems offer users the possibility to merge their changes into the same source repository.

Well known versioning systems such as CVS [1], RCS [26] and Subversion [3] offer limited support concerning conflict resolution and tracking of user activity. These systems do not offer a flexible means of specifying the possible forms of conflict. Merging is performed on a line by line basis with the basic unit of conflict therefore being the line. This means that the changes performed by two users are deemed to be in conflict if they refer to the same line regardless of what these changes are. Concurrent changes on different lines are merged automatically. Therefore, these systems cannot handle multiple changes within a single line.

These version control systems adopt state-based merging where only the information about the states of the documents and no information about the evolution of one state into another is used. An operation-based merging approach [13], [22] keeps information about the evolution of one document state into another in a buffer containing a history of the operations performed between the two states of the document. Merging is done by executing the operations performed on one copy of a document on another copy of the same document. Therefore, complex differentiation algorithms for text such as diff [18] or for XML [2], [11], [27], [28] do not have to be applied in order to compute the delta between documents. Merging based on operations also offers better support for conflict resolution by having the possibility of tracking user operations [13]. State-based approaches take into account just the final and initial states of the document and lose information about the process of transformation from one state to the other, such as the order of execution of the operations. Moreover, there is usually more than one function that can be used to transform an initial state of document into a final one. Operation-based merging records the operations performed, and, therefore, the actual function is well known.

Most of the existing approaches for merging based on operation transformation such as [5], [21], [25], [23], [12] adopt a linear structure of the document. For instance, text documents are seen as a sequence of characters. The definition and resolution of conflicts does not take into account the structure of the document, such as paragraphs, sentences or words.

Some of the operation transformation approaches for merging have been defined for hierarchical documents such as SGML [4] and XML [14]. Even if the structure of the documents is hierarchical, the operational transformation approach is similar to the approach for linear structures and it does not take advantage of the tree structure of the documents. Existing operation-based approaches maintain a single history buffer where a record of the executed operations is kept. Operations are not associated to the structure of the document and therefore it is difficult to select which operations refer to a certain node in the document. The execution of the operations from the history buffer determines the final state of the document. However, the position of the target node of an operation \(O\) from the history buffer might have changed due to the execution of the operations that follow \(O\) in the history buffer. Therefore, the approach of selection of the operations from the history buffer that refer to a certain node cannot be done by a simple analysis of the operations in the history buffer. This fact has limitations for the definition and resolution of conflicts. Moreover, the approaches described in [4], [14] adopt only automatic resolution of conflicts where the effect of all operations is maintained and they do not offer the user the possibility of defining and resolving conflicts in a flexible way. For instance, it is not possible to define that any operations that refer to the same node are conflicting and let a user choose one of the versions of the node.

In this paper we propose a multi-level editing approach for a hierarchical representation of documents as support for the flexible definition and resolution of conflicts. Multi-level editing involves keeping editing operations that refer to an
element associated with that element. In this way, conflicting operations that refer to the same subtree of the document are easily detected by the analysis of the histories associated with the nodes belonging to the subtree. Therefore, the detection of conflicts is simplified compared to the approach using a single history buffer. Moreover, conflict levels can be dynamically varied and conflict units can be presented in the context in which they occurred or at a higher level. For instance, if conflict was defined at the level of an element, meaning that two operations changing that element are in conflict, the conflict can be presented at the level of the element or at the level of one of the ancestor elements. The proposed approach is general for any document conforming to a hierarchical structure, such as XML documents. However, throughout the paper, for a simpler explanation of the approach, we will use text documents as an example. We modeled text documents as consisting of paragraphs, sentences, words and characters. In this way, conflicts can be defined and resolved by using the semantic units - paragraphs, sentences, words and characters. For instance, a rule specifying that concurrent insertions in the same sentence are conflicting can easily be defined.

In [9] we presented our multi-level editing approach for real-time communication where the changes performed by one user are immediately seen by other users. We showed how our multi-level editing approach recursively applies an existing operational transformation linear algorithm over the hierarchical structure of the document. However, when applied for asynchronous communication over a central repository, a linear merging algorithm that offers support for conflict handling has to be recursively applied over the document levels. Therefore, in this paper we show the issues that have to be considered for the adaptation of our multi-level editing approach from real-time to asynchronous collaboration and present our approach for asynchronous communication over a shared repository. We focus on how our approach allows a multi-granularity definition and resolution of conflicts. An asynchronous text editing system has been implemented based on the ideas described in this paper.

The paper is structured as follows. We begin in section II by presenting a motivation of our work. In section III we present an overview of the previous work related to the definition and resolution of conflicts. In section IV we describe the document model that we adopted for supporting multi-level editing. In section V we present the requirements for synchronisation over a shared repository and then in section VI we describe our merging algorithm for hierarchical structures as support for achieving a multi-granularity definition and resolution of conflicts. In section VII we show how conflicts can be defined and resolved from the application interface. Concluding remarks are presented in section VIII.

II. Motivation

In what follows we motivate our approach by means of a scenario, analysing how flexible granularity and policies for the resolution of conflicts could help users in the collaborative editing process. Consider the example of two PhD students writing a research paper together with their professor. At the beginning, they decide on the structure of the paper and divide the work of writing sections. Initially, after writing different sections, their work is easily merged because the parts that they have been working on do not overlap. Even though they were assigned separate parts of the document to work on, some parts of the document such as the bibliography or the introduction may be edited together. Moreover, at a later stage, the sections written by one of the authors will be read by the other authors. In the early stages of writing the paper, the maximum number of modifications performed in parallel should be possible. In this case, it would be appropriate that conflict is detected only if modifications have been performed on the same word.

Suppose that the two students concurrently edit a version of a document consisting of a set of paragraphs. For simplicity we are going to analyse the concurrent work performed on the following paragraph of the document: “In the case of operation merging, when a conflict occurs, the operation causing the conflict is presented in context in which it was performed. CVs and Subversion present the conflict in line order of the document.”

Suppose that the first student modifies the word “operation” to “operational” and adds the article “the” before the word “context” in order to obtain the following version of the document: “In the case of operational merging, when a conflict occurs, the operation causing the conflict is presented in the context in which it was performed.[...]

Concurrently, the second user modifies the word “operation” to “operation-based” and adds the word “originally” in order to obtain the following version of the document: “In the case of operation-based merging, when a conflict occurs, the operation causing the conflict is presented in context in which it was originally performed.[...]

Suppose that the first user commits the changes to the repository. When the second user wants to commit their changes to the repository, they have to first update the local version of the document. Before performing an update, a user should be able to specify the conflict level in the updating process, i.e. the level of granularity where conflicts should be detected. As previously mentioned, in the early stages of writing a paper, it should be appropriate that a user defines conflict at the word level. This means that changes performed in the same word are detected as conflicting and changes performed in different words are not considered conflicting. Concerning the resolution policies for merging, the user should be able to specify whether their changes or the changes in the repository should be kept in the case of conflict. Another possibility for the resolution of conflicts is to let users choose between the two modified conflicting units of the document. Suppose that in our example the second user chooses the word granularity unit for conflict and to manually decide on the version of the document to be kept in the case of conflict. In this case the second user should be asked to choose between the conflicting words “operation-based” and “operational”. The other operations executed by the two users are not conflicting and they can all be integrated in the merged version of the
document. Suppose that the second user chooses the local modification when presented with the two versions of the conflicting word. Therefore, the local version of the document of the second user becomes: “In the case of operation-based merging, when a conflict occurs, the operation causing the conflict is presented in the context in which it was originally performed. [...]”. Further, if the first user updates the local copy of the document, this will be the version of the document in the local workspace.

Note that systems such as CVS and Subversion that use the diff tool for merging will detect the conflicts between the two versions of the document as each version spans a single line and the conflict unit defined in these systems is the line. The user has then to choose one of the two versions. In the case that a combined effect of the changes that have been performed is desired, the user has to manually add the changes performed on the version that was not selected.

Let us continue with our example and the requirements of a versioning tool supporting users collaboratively editing text documents over a shared repository. In a later stage of writing the paper, when changes are critical, the conflict resolution could be set at the sentence or paragraph level. If two modifications have been performed in the same sentence or paragraph respectively, the author committing the changes has to carefully read the two versions of the sentence or paragraph and decide which version to keep. Suppose that each version in the repository is associated with the user who committed that version. In the case that the last version from the repository was committed by the professor, the students might choose to synchronise their local workspaces in accordance with the automatic policy of keeping the changes from the repository in the case of a conflict. In this way, if conflict is detected, the changes of the professor included in the last version in the repository are taken rather than the changes of the students.

In order to illustrate how merging is done at the sentence level, let us continue with our example. Suppose that the two users continue to concurrently edit the last committed version of the document. Suppose that the first user changes the second sentence of the paragraph “CVS and Subversion present the conflict in line order of the document.” to “State-based merging systems such as CVS and Subversion present the conflict in the line order of the final document, the state of a line possibly incorporating the effect of more than one conflicting operation.” Concurrently, the second user changes the same sentence in the paragraph to “For instance, CVS and Subversion present the conflict in line order of the final document.” Assume that the first user commits their changes to the repository first. When the second user updates the changes from the repository, suppose that they choose the sentence as the granularity level for the definition of conflicts and the conflict unit comparison for the resolution of conflicts. The user will then be presented with the two versions of the modified sentence and can choose one of these versions.

Further, consider the case of collaborative editing of XML documents when one user adds some spaces before some element for reformatting purposes, while another user in parallel performs some changes to this element. Versioning systems such as CVS and Subversion will detect conflict since the same line of the document has been modified, even though there is no semantic conflict. Such situations can be avoided if the resolution conflict is set at the level of the element.

As seen from the above examples, there is a need to adopt a flexible means of defining conflicts, as opposed to the fixed unit of conflict (the line) adopted by versioning systems such as RCS [26], CVS [1] and Subversion [3]. Users should be allowed to define conflicts using semantic units such as paragraph, sentence, word or character in the case of text documents. Concerning resolution policies, not only manual resolution for conflicts should be offered, but also other automatic resolution policies, such as, if conflict is detected, to keep the changes in the repository or in the local workspace.

III. RELATED WORK

Due to advantages of operation-based over state-based merging, we adopted a merging approach based on operations. An operation-based merging approach that uses a flexible way of defining conflicts has been used in FORCE [22]. However, the FORCE approach assumes a linear representation of the document, the operations being defined on strings and not taking into account the structure of the document.

The hierarchical structure is a general model for a large class of documents and it allows flexible means of defining and resolving conflicts. Moreover, the algorithms for maintaining consistency in collaborative editing based on the tree representation of documents achieve an improved efficiency compared to other approaches that use a linear representation of the documents, as shown in [9] and shortly explained in what follows. The existing operation-based linear merging algorithms maintain a single log in the local workspace where the locally executed operations are kept. When the operations from the repository need to be integrated into the local log, the entire local log has to be scanned and transformations need to be performed even though changes refer to completely different sections of the document and do not interfere with each other. In our approach, we keep the log distributed throughout the tree. When an operation from the repository is integrated into the local workspace, only those local logs that are distributed along a certain path in the tree are scanned and transformations performed. The same reduction in the number of transformations is achieved when the operations from the local workspace have to be transformed against the operations from the repository in order to compute the new difference to be kept in the repository. Our merging algorithm recursively applies over the different document levels any existing merging algorithm relying on the linear structure of the document. In this paper, we show how the histories of operations associated to the nodes in the tree can be used to support a flexible solution for the definition and resolution of conflicts.

At the same time, we have extended our approach to cater for XML documents as well as text documents [8]. Some state-based approaches for merging XML documents have been
proposed in [2], [11], [27], [28]. A state-based approach for merging text documents is the flexible diff [19] approach that finds and reports differences between two versions of text. The PREP writing environment which relies on the diff approach is flexible, allowing users to indicate the granularity of the changes they want to find, the choices being word, phrase, sentence or paragraph. Moreover, the users can control the granularity of how the changes are shown when they are reported, the choices being again word, phrase, sentence or paragraph. If the user chooses a pinpointing granularity of sentence, then any word differences are shown as an old sentence deleted and a new sentence inserted. In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, our approach is operation-based and, as previously described, this yields a number of advantages over state-based merging.

An operational transformation approach for merging file systems was proposed in [15]. File systems have a hierarchical structure, however, for merging of text documents, the authors proposed using a fixed working unit, i.e. the block unit consisting of several lines of text. Other operational transformation approaches for merging hierarchical documents, such as SGML [4] or XML [14] documents, have been proposed. The approaches offer an automatic solution for merging and do not allow the user to customise the definition and resolution of conflicts. We offer both automatic and manual solutions for merging and a multi-level granularity for the definition and resolution of conflicts. Moreover, our approach achieves better efficiency than the approaches described in [15], [4], [14] since the log is distributed throughout the tree rather than being linear.

A flexible object framework that allows the definition of the merge policy based on a particular application was adopted by the Suite collaboration system [16]. Merging can be automatic, semi-automatic or interactive. The objects subject to collaboration are structured and therefore semantic fine-grained policies for merging can be specified. A merge matrix defines merge functions for the possible set of operations. The paper provides as an example the merge matrix for a sequence object, where the operations considered are the deletion of an element, the insertion of an element after another element in the sequence and the modification of an element. The work described in [16] presents how conflicts are handled between two versions of a document, but does not provide a solution for an n-way merging, such as a synchronisation mechanism against a repository.

A follow-up work of [16] is the Sync application [17] that provides high-level primitives in the form of predefined classes that enable programmers to create synchronised, replicated data objects. The Sync approach for merging is based on the merge-model described in [16]. An application of Sync for a drawing-based collaborative tool has been proposed in [17]. Sync allows a merge of a user’s change with the server, but requires that the server’s change always wins in a conflict. In our approach, various policies for merging can be specified for resolving conflicts, such as executing the local changes, or the changes on the repository or let the user decide on the changes to be kept.

Our approach follows the same idea of a flexible definition and resolution of conflicts as described in [16], [17]. However, we implemented the flexibility for the definition and resolution of conflicts in the context of an operational transformation algorithm for maintaining the order between the semantic units of the document. We identified the semantic units of the document by their position in the tree and we provide exact algorithms for maintaining the order between the semantic units in the presence of concurrent operations. Moreover, we proposed complete merging algorithms for the synchronisation against a shared repository. The approaches proposed in [16], [17] do not provide any correctness criteria that should be satisfied by the proposed merging matrices when used for n-way merging. The criteria for correctness of the transformation functions which have the same meaning as the merging matrices are well defined [21], [23]. In our approach we can use any existing transformation functions that satisfy the correctness properties.

IV. MULTI-GRANULARITY DOCUMENT MODEL

Structuring the document into different semantic units offers users the possibility to define and resolve conflicts in a natural way.

We model a document as a hierarchical structure having the following levels of granularity: document (0), paragraph (1), sentence (2), word (3) and character (4), document being the highest granularity level and character being the lowest granularity level. Each workspace stores locally a copy of the tree structure of the document. The hierarchical structure is created when the document is checked out from the repository and modified while changes are performed locally. Each node (excluding leaf nodes) keeps a history of insertion or deletion operations associated with its child nodes. The structure of the document is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. Structure of the document](image-url)

The set of operations that can be performed are insertion and deletion of the semantic units composing the document, i.e. paragraphs, sentences, words or characters. For instance, the operation InsertWord(“CollaborateCom”,2,2,3) denotes the insertion of word “CollaborateCom” into the 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence, as the 3rd word. This operation is kept in the history of sentence Se 2.2. We are going to refer to the ordered
list of positions composing the path from the root to the target element of the operation as the position vector.

As previously mentioned, our approach is general and can be applied to any document conforming to a hierarchical structure. For example, it can be applied to documents representing books, the hierarchical structure consisting of chapters, sections, paragraphs, sentences, words and characters. The proposed approach can also be applied to XML documents, as shown in [7].

V. SYNCHRONISATION OVER A SHARED REPOSITORY

In this section we present the synchronisation mechanism over a shared repository by describing the basic methods that should be offered by a version control system. We then present the basic operational transformation mechanism in order to understand the basic steps of the update procedure. We also describe the requirements of an algorithm for dealing with conflicts.

A. Checkout, Commit, Update

The three basic methods supported by a version control system are: checkout, commit and update. A checkout method creates a local working copy of an object from the repository. A commit method creates in the repository a new version of the corresponding object by validating the modifications done on the local copy of the object. The condition of performing this method is that the repository does not contain a more recent version of the object to be committed than the local copy of the object. An update method performs the merging of the local copy of the object with the last version of that object stored in the repository.

In what follows we present the requirements of an operation-based implementation of the commit, checkout and update methods in asynchronous communication with a shared repository.

In the commit phase, a check is first performed as to whether the user can commit the changes to the repository. If the base version of the document in the local workspace, i.e. the last version from the repository that the user started working on, is equal to the last version in the repository, a commit can be performed. Otherwise, an update is necessary before committing the data. In the case that a commit is allowed, the repository should simply store the operations that were performed in the local workspace.

In the checkout phase, a request should be sent to the repository to specify the version of the document that is intended to be checked out. Using the set of operations stored in the repository as delta, the system should be able to provide to the local workspace either the state of the required version of the document or the set of operations that are the support for computing the state of the required version.

In the updating phase, the repository should send to the local workspace a list of operations representing the delta between the latest version in the repository and the base version in the local workspace. Upon receiving the list of operations from the repository, the local workspace should perform a merging algorithm to update the local version of the document. Consider the scenario where the local user started working from version $V_k$ on the repository but cannot commit the changes because meanwhile the version from the repository has been updated to version $V_{k+n}$. Let us denote by $LL$ the list of operations executed by the user in their local workspace and by $DL$ the list of operations representing the delta between versions $V_{k+n}$ and $V_k$. Two basic steps have to be performed. The first step consists of applying the operations from $DL$ on the local copy of the user in order to update the local document by integrating the changes included in $V_{k+n}$. The operations from the repository, however, cannot be executed in their original form as they have to be transformed in order to include the effect of all the local operations before they can be executed in the user workspace. The second step consists of transforming the operations in $LL$ in order to include the effects of the operations in $DL$. The resulting list of transformed local operations represents the new delta to be saved in the repository.

B. Operational Transformation

In this subsection we present the general operation transformation mechanism that has been used to maintain consistency in real-time collaborative editing [5], [21], [25], [23], [12] as well as in asynchronous collaborative editing [22], [14].

Firstly, we present the notion of context [22] of an operation $O$ denoted as $CT_O$ as being the document state on which $O$ is defined. Two operations $O_a$ and $O_b$ having the same context, $CT_{O_a} = CT_{O_b}$, are denoted $O_a =_{CT} O_b$. An operation $O_a$ is context preceding operation $O_b$ denoted as $O_a \rightarrow_{CT} O_b$ if $CT_{O_b} = CT_{O_a} \cdot O_a$, i.e. the state of the document on which $O_b$ is defined is equal to the state of the document after the application of $O_a$.

Next, we explain one of the basic mechanisms of the operational transformation approach, called inclusion transformation. The Inclusion Transformation - IT$(O_a, O_b)$ transforms operation $O_a$ against operation $O_b$ such that the effect of $O_b$ is included in $O_a$. Consider the following scenario. Suppose the repository contains the document consisting of one sentence “We present the merge.” and two users check-out this version of the document and perform some operations in their workspaces. Further, suppose $User_1$ performs the operation $O_{11} = \text{InsertWord}(\text{“procedure”}, 5)$. It is an operation to insert the word “procedure” at the end of the sentence, as the 5th word, in order to obtain “We present the merge procedure.” Note that due to the fact that the document contains only one sentence, we simplified the form of an operation targeting this sentence by skipping the number of the paragraph and of the sentence. Afterwards, $User_1$ commits the changes to the repository and the repository stores the list of operations performed by $User_1$, consisting of $O_{11}$. Further assume that, concurrently, $User_2$ executes operation $O_{21} = \text{InsertWord}(\text{“next”}, 2)$ of inserting the word “next” as the 2nd word into the sentence in order to obtain “We next present the merge.” Before performing a commit, $User_2$ needs to update their local copy of the document. The operation $O_{11}$
stored in the repository needs to be transformed in order to include the effect of operation $O_{21}$. Because operation $O_{21}$ inserts a word before the insertion position of $O_{11}$, $O_{11}$ needs to increase its position of insertion by 1. In this way, the transformed operation will become an insert operation of the word “procedure” as the 6th word, the result being “We next present the merge procedure.” The condition of performing $IT(O_a, O_b)$ is that $O_a = CT O_b$.

Another form of operation transformation used in the process of updating a local copy of the document is exclusion transformation. The Exclusion Transformation - $ET(O_a, O_b)$ transforms $O_a$ against the operation $O_b$ that precedes $O_a$ such that the impact of $O_b$ is excluded from $O_a$. The condition of performing $ET(O_a, O_b)$ is that $O_b \rightarrow CT O_a$.

C. Dealing with Conflicts

Not all operations belonging to $DL$ can be executed in the local workspace as some of these operations may be in conflict with some of the operations from $LL$. Let us consider that $DL = [O_{d1}, \ldots, O_{d(i-1)}, O_{di}, O_{d(i+1)}, \ldots, O_{dn}]$. In the case that $O_{di}$ is in conflict with at least one operation from $LL$ and $O_{di}$ cannot be executed in the local workspace, a mechanism for undoing $O_{di}$ should be provided such that the effect of $O_{di}$ is excluded from the operations that follow it in $DL$. The effect of undoing $O_{di}$ should be reflected on the repository by storing a new operation after the operations from $DL$ that cancels the effect of $O_{di}$. The reason that $O_{di}$ should be excluded from the operations $O_{dj}$ that follow $O_{di}$ in $DL$ is that when $O_{dj}$ has to be transformed against the list $LL$, the form of $O_{dj}$ has to be adapted to illustrate the fact that $O_{di}$ was cancelled. The fact that the undoing of $O_{di}$ should be obtained by executing some new operations following the operations from $DL$ is required by the fact that the list $DL$ is already stored in the repository and cannot be modified as it represents the delta between two versions in the repository. The effect of cancelling $O_{di}$ in the repository due to a conflicting local operation can be made visible in the repository only after the local user commits their changes to the repository. When a commit is performed, the new delta should contain the operations whose effect cancel $O_{di}$.

In the case that a conflict between $O_{di}$ and an operation in the local log $LL$ occurs and the local operation has to be cancelled, the cancelled local operation should be excluded from the operations that follow it in $LL$. Then when these local operations are transformed against operations in $DL$ they reflect the fact that an operation preceding them was cancelled. Therefore, a mechanism for performing the integration of an operation into the log and the cancellation of an operation from the log in the way described above has to be provided.

In [20], [24], [6] mechanisms for performing undo have been proposed, so one of these mechanisms could be used for the cancellation of an operation. For the integration of an operation into a log, one of the algorithms working for real-time communication such as SOCT2 [23] or GOTO [25] could be applied. However, specialised algorithms for asynchronous communication such as FORCE [22] achieve a better performance as shown below.

Suppose that $DL = [O_{d1}, \ldots, O_{d(i-1)}, O_{di}, O_{d(i+1)}, \ldots, O_{dn}]$ and $LL = [O_{l1}, \ldots, O_{l(i-1)}, O_{li}, O_{l(i+1)}, \ldots, O_{ln}]$. The operations in $DL$ and in $LL$ are contextually preceding and $O_{d1}$ and $O_{l1}$ have the same initial context and all operations in $DL$ are concurrent with the operations in $LL$. Let us analyse the number of transformations that have to be performed to integrate each operation belonging to $DL$ into $LL$ and each operation belonging to $LL$ into $DL$ using the SOCT2 [23] algorithm. Let us analyse first the integration of the operations belonging to $DL$ into $LL$. When $O_{d1}$ is transformed against all operations in $LL$, $n$ inclusion transformations will be performed, the result being operation $O'_{d1}$. When $O_{d2}$ has to be integrated into the transformed local log $LL' = [O_{l1}, \ldots, O_{ln}, O'_{d1}]$, the operations in the log have to be reordered such that the first part of the log contains the operations that precede $O_{d2}$ and the last part of the log contains the operations that are concurrent with $O_{d2}$. Therefore, $O'_{d1}$ has to be transposed at the beginning of the history buffer. Each step of the transposition involves the computation of an inclusion and exclusion transformation and, therefore, the transposition process requires $2 * n$ transformations. Afterwards, $O_{d2}$ has to be transformed against the concurrent operations and, in this case, $n$ inclusion transformations will be performed. Therefore, the integration of $O_{d2}$ requires $3 * n$ transformations.

The integration of all operations in $DL$ into $LL$ requires therefore $n + 3 * n * (m - 1) = 3 * n * m - 2 * n$ transformations to be performed. Similarly, the integration of all operations belonging to $LL$ into $DL$ requires $3 * n * m - 2 * m$ operations to be performed. Therefore, the total number of transformations are $6 * n * m - 2 * m - 2 * n$.

The FORCE [22] approach transforms each operation $O_{di}$ in $DL$ in turn with respect to each operation $O_{lj}$ in $LL$ and, after such a transformation is performed, the symmetric transformation of $O_{lj}$ with respect to $O_{di}$ is also performed. The approach requires $2 * n * m$ transformations to be performed and the logs have to be traversed only once.

We therefore applied the FORCE algorithm for our merging approach recursively over the document levels.

VI. OUR APPROACH

In this section, we describe our merging algorithm for dealing with conflicts applied to hierarchical documents.

The commit phase in the case of the tree representation of documents follows the same principles as in the case of the linear representation. The hierarchical representation of the history of the document is linearised using a breadth-first traversal of the tree. In this way, the first operations in the log will be the ones belonging to paragraph logs, followed by operations belonging to sentence logs and finally operations belonging to word logs.

In the checkout phase the operations from the repository are executed in the local workspace.

The update procedure presented below achieves the actual update of the local version of the hierarchical document with
the changes that have been committed to the repository by other users and kept in the remote log. The remote log contains a linearisation of the logs that were initially part of a tree document structure. The goal of the update procedure is the replacement of the local log associated with each node with a new one which includes the effects of all non conflicting operations from the remote log and the execution of a modified version of the remote log on the local version of the document in order to update it to the version in the repository. The update procedure is now presented.

Algorithm update(CN, RL, ConfLevel, KeepLocal, Policy) {
    LLL := getLog(CN);
    bInd := [RL];
    RLL := [];
    for(i = 0; i < |RL|; i++){
        O := RL[i];
        if(getLevel(O) = getLevel(CN)) append(O, RLL);
        else {bInd := i; break;}
    }
    updateOpInds(LLL, getInds(CN));
    if(Policy = noMerge)
        if (KeepLocal)
            if (isEmpty(LLL)) NLL = inverse(RLL);
            else (NRL, NLL) := merge(RLL, LLL);
        else if (isEmpty(RLL)) NRL = inverse(LLL);
        else (NLL, NRL) := merge(LLL, RLL);
    else if(Policy = automatic or Policy = conflictChoice)
        if(KeepLocal) (NRL, NLL) := merge(RLL, LLL);
        else (NLL, NRL) := merge(LLL, RLL);
    for(i = 0; i < |NRL|; i++)
        applyOperation(NRL[i]);
    setLog(CN, NLL);

    ChildRL := [];
    for(i=0; i < getNoChildren(CN); i++)
        ChildRL[i] := [];
    for(i = bInd; i < |RL|; i++){
        O := RL[i];
        for(j = 0; j < |NLL|; j++)
            include(O, NLL[j]);
        append(O, ChildRL[getInd(O, getLevel(CN))]);
    }
    for (i = 0; i < getNoChildren(CN); i++) {
        Childi = getChildAt(CN, i);
        RLi = ChildRL[i];
        if(level(Childi) = Level)
            update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, KeepLocal, Policy);
        else if(RLi = [])
            update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, true, noMerge);
        else if(isEmpty(getLog(Childi)))
            update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, false, noMerge);
        else if(Policy = automatic or Policy = noMerge)
            update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, KeepLocal, noMerge);
        else {
            update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, true, noMerge);
            V1 = getChildAt(CN, i);
            setChildAt(CN, i, Childi);
            update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, false, noMerge);
            V2 = getChildAt(CN, i);
            setChildAt(CN, i, Childi);
            if(chosen(V1, V2) = V1)
                update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, true, noMerge);
            else
                update(Childi, RLi, ConfLevel, false, noMerge);
        }
    }
}

The CN argument of the update procedure represents the current node in the tree traversal, and is equal to the root of the document tree in the initial call. The parameter RL represents the remote log. Conf Level is the conflict level set by the user. For text documents composed of paragraphs, sentences, words and characters, the conflict level can be paragraph, sentence or word. Two operations are in conflict if they refer to the same subtree whose root has been defined to be a conflict unit. By defining a conflict level, all nodes belonging to that level are considered conflict units. KeepLocal is a boolean indicating if the local operations or the remote operations are kept in the case of a conflict. The Policy argument indicates the type of the chosen resolution policy, i.e. automatic or manual, the corresponding values being automatic and conflictChoice. The policy is propagated down the tree for each recursive call. Different actions have to be taken if processing is done inside or outside a conflict subtree, i.e. a subtree whose root is a conflict unit. We introduced a third policy called noMerge used when processing is done inside a conflict subtree. The noMerge policy chooses the local or remote operations depending on the decision taken at the root of the conflict subtree and cancels the remote or the local operations respectively.

The local level log LLL and the remote level log RLL contain the parts of the local and remote logs referring to the current node. RLL is initialised with the remote operations pertaining to the current node, by iterating over the remote log and keeping those operations whose level is identical to the level of the current node. The level of an operation is equal to the level of the node in whose history the operation is kept. For instance, an InsertParagraph operation belongs to the document history and is of level 0, an InsertSentence operation is of level 1, an InsertWord operation is of level 2 and an InsertChar operation is of level 3. The bInd variable stores the index of the first operation that refers to a lower level than the level of the current node.

The next step is the update of the indices of all the operations in LLL so that they correspond to the current position in the tree of the node to whose log they belong. During the update algorithm, nodes might get inserted or deleted from the tree, as we apply the modified remote operations on the local version of the tree. As the positions of the nodes change, it is clear that all operations belonging to the log of the nodes whose positions have changed will no longer have valid indices. For example, if the local level
log contains the operation \texttt{DeleteChar(“d”,1,3,4,5)}, denoting an insertion of character “d” into paragraph 1, sentence 3, word 4, at position 5 in the word, and paragraph 1 has been shifted two positions to the right by the insertion of two new paragraphs before it, the operation has to be transformed to \texttt{DeleteChar(“d”,3,3,4,5)}.

Depending on the chosen policy, the merge procedure used in FORCE [22] is called in order to merge \textit{RLL} and \textit{LLL} and generate two new logs, the new remote log \textit{NRL} and the new local log \textit{NLL}, each of which is modified to include the effects of the operations in the other log. If the policy is \texttt{noMerge} with the decision to keep local operations and cancel remote operations, the merge procedure is called in its original form. If the local log associated with the current node is empty, remote operations have to be cancelled. This is achieved by keeping in \textit{NLL} inverses of the operations in the remote log. The case when \texttt{KeepLocal} is false is symmetric to the previously described case. In this case, the merge procedure is called with the local and remote log arguments switched, such that, if conflict is detected, remote operations are considered. Note that for a \texttt{noMerge} policy, all local operations are in conflict with the remote operations. If the policy is \texttt{automatic} or \texttt{conflictChoice}, the FORCE merge procedure is called in its original form.

Afterwards, the operations in \textit{NRL} are applied to the local copy of the document in order to update it and the local log of the current node is then replaced with \textit{NLL}. We mention that for our merging algorithm we can use any existing linear approach for merging two lists of operations. However, in our current implementation, we have used the FORCE merging algorithm.

Next, the remaining part of the remote log, i.e. the operations from \texttt{blind} on, needs to be divided among the children of the current node and the update method called recursively for each child. Each operation in the remote log, starting from position \texttt{blind} on, will be transformed in order to include the effects of all operations in \textit{NLL}. This is necessary as operations in the new local log are of higher level than the ones remaining in the remote log and thus can influence the context of the remote operations. For instance, suppose that when merging is performed at the paragraph level, \textit{NLL} contains an operation of insertion of a paragraph as the first paragraph in the document and the remote log contains the operation \texttt{O = InsertWord(“conflict”,3,2,2)} of insertion of word “\textit{conflict}” into the third paragraph, second sentence as the second word. In this case, \texttt{O} should be transformed to reflect that word “\textit{conflict}” should be inserted into the fourth paragraph and not into the third paragraph.

Afterwards, the transformed remote operations will be added to the corresponding \texttt{ChildRL} lists chosen by analysing the modified index corresponding to the level of the current node. The function \texttt{getInd(O,L)} returns the index of operation \texttt{O} corresponding to the level \texttt{L}. By the end of the iteration, all remote operations will have been transformed and placed in the correct list.

Finally, the update method is recursively called for each child of the current node and its corresponding previously created remote log. However, the resolution method propagated to children depends on the resolution method applied on \textit{CN} and on the level of the child nodes. If the level of a child of the current node is not equal with the level of conflict, the call of update applied on \textit{CN} is propagated to its child. If the level of the child node is equal with the level of conflict, the following checking is performed. If the remote list associated to the child node is empty or if there are no local operations targeting the subtree rooted at the child node, it means that no conflicting operations are targeting the child node. The update procedure is then called with the resolution policy of \texttt{noMerge}, with the indication to keep only the local or the remote operations, respectively. The \texttt{noMerge} policy, as well as the \texttt{automatic} policy applied on a node whose level is equal with the conflict level is propagated as a \texttt{noMerge} policy. If the resolution policy is \texttt{conflictChoice}, two versions of the subtree rooted at \textit{CN} have to be computed, one containing the execution of only the local operations and the other one containing the execution of only the remote operations. The two versions are then presented to the user and the one selected is recomputed.

Transformation functions adapted for linear structures can be used in our approach as explained in what follows. As shown in the update procedure, when merging is performed at the level of the current node of granularity \texttt{i}, the local level log \textit{LLL} contains operations of granularity level \texttt{i} and the remote log contains both operations of granularity level \texttt{i} from the remote level log \textit{RLL} and other operations that refer to the current node but are of a finer granularity than \texttt{i}. Transformations between the operations in \textit{LLL} and \textit{RLL} have to be performed. As these operations are of different levels of granularity, the inclusion and exclusion transformation functions have to deal with operations of different levels of granularity. However, in what follows we explain how transformation functions for operations of the same level of granularity are used in our approach.

Operations from \textit{LLL} and \textit{RLL} are of the same granularity level \texttt{i}, so the transformations of the operations from \textit{LLL} against the operations from \textit{RLL} and conversely modify the \texttt{i}th index of the position vector of the operations.

Each operation from \textit{LLL} and \textit{RLL} can be transformed into a simple operation of level \texttt{i}, the position parameter of the simple operation representing the \texttt{i}th index of the position vector of the corresponding original operation. We refer to operations characterised by a position vector as composite operations and to operations referring to a certain level in the tree as simple operations. The same idea of transforming a composite operation into a simple one has been applied for our algorithm for the real-time communication [9], [10]. Inclusion and exclusion transformation functions for simple operations can then be applied to compute the transformed positions for level \texttt{i} of the composite operations. The transformed position of the simple operations will represent the \texttt{i}th index of the position vector of the transformed form of the corresponding composite operation.
The operations in $RL$ that follow the operations in $RLL$ are of a finer granularity than $i$ and they have to include the effect of the operations in the new local log $NLL$. The operations in $NLL$ are of granularity $i$ and they might affect only the position of the operations in $RL$ corresponding to level $i$. The operations in $RL$ are transformed into simple operations corresponding to level $i$. Transformation functions working for linear structures can be then applied to find the transformed form of the simple operations. The simple operations can be then reverted to their corresponding complex operations by modifying the $i$th index in the position vector of the composite operation with the position parameter of the transformed form of the simple operation.

Therefore, the same transformation functions working for linear structures, such as the ones in the SOCT2 [23] or GOTO [25] algorithms, can be recursively applied in our approach. Our approach is general and can apply any merging algorithm and any transformation functions working for linear structures of the document recursively over the hierarchical structure of the document.

VII. DEFINING AND RESOLVING CONFLICTS FROM THE APPLICATION INTERFACE

In this section, we show how our approach can be used to define and resolve conflicts in a flexible way. Due to the tree model of the document, the conflicts can be defined at different granularity levels: paragraph, sentence, word or character. In our current implementation, we defined that two operations are conflicting in the case that they modify the same semantic unit: paragraph, sentence, word or character. The semantic unit is indicated by the conflict level chosen by the user from the graphical interface. The conflicts can be visualised at the chosen granularity levels or at a higher level of granularity. For example, if the user chooses to work at the sentence level, it means that two concurrent operations modifying the same sentence are conflicting. The conflicts can be presented at the sentence level such that the user can choose between the two versions of the sentence. It may happen that in order to choose the right version, the user has to read the whole paragraph to which the sentence belongs, i.e. the user can choose to visualise the conflicts also in the context of the paragraph or at an upper level.

We allow different policies for conflict resolution, such as automatic resolution where the local changes are kept in the case of a conflict or manual resolution, where the user can choose the modifications to be kept. Concerning manual resolution policies, the conflict unit comparison policy gives a user the possibility to choose between the set of all local operations and the set of all remote operations affecting the selected conflict unit (word, sentence or paragraph). The user is therefore presented with the two units that are in conflict. The policies for the resolution of conflicts can be specified in the graphical interface. The rules for the definition of conflict and the policies for conflict resolution can be specified by each user before an update is performed and they do not have to be uniquely defined for all users. Moreover, for different update steps, users can specify different definition and resolution merge policies.

Consider the example described in section II where two users concurrently modify the document: “In the case of operation merging, when a conflict occurs, the operation causing the conflict is presented in context in which it was performed. CVS and Subversion present the conflict in line order of the document.” The concurrent modifications performed by the two users as described in the example in section II are illustrated in Figure 2.

Suppose that the first user commits the changes to the repository. When the second user updates the local version of the document, a conflict level and resolution method have to be specified. Suppose that the user chooses word as the granularity level for the definition of conflicts, meaning that changes performed in the same word are conflicting. Further suppose that the user chooses conflict unit comparison as the resolution method, meaning that when a conflict occurs, the user is asked which of the two versions to keep, the one from the repository or the one from the local workspace.

When an update is performed by the second user, as shown in Figure 3, the non-conflicting changes from the repository are executed and the user is presented with a dialog box to choose between the conflicting words “operation-based” and “operational”. The user can choose to expand the context for conflict, i.e. to visualise the context where the conflict occurred, both in the local workspace and the repository. In this way, the user can visualise the sentences, the paragraphs or even the whole document where the changes occurred. Suppose that the local modification is chosen, and, therefore, after a commit to the repository, the form of the paragraph for the last version of the document is: “In the case of operation-based merging, when a conflict occurs, the operation causing the conflict is presented in the context in which it was originally performed. CVS and Subversion present the conflict
in line order of the document.[...])” If the first user updates the local document, this will be the version of the document in their local workspace.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a multi-level editing approach for hierarchical documents that offers support for the definition and resolution of conflicts at different granularity levels corresponding to the document levels. The proposed algorithm recursively applies the same basic mechanism as the existing operation-based merging algorithms working for linear structures over the different document levels.

Our future plans include developing a multi-level undo operation to enable users to undo operations referring to a particular node of the hierarchical document structure.

An asynchronous collaborative editor working for text documents has been implemented in our group. We also implemented an XML editor based on the same ideas described in this paper [7].
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